**ERECTOR NOTES:**

1. **IF** "FSS-1.5" ROOF PANEL **DOES NOT END ON A HIGH RIB THEN THE PANEL MUST BE FIELD SLIT** ALLOWING FOR 1 1/4" TO BE BENT INTO A VERTICAL LEG AND USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE SEALER TAPE, & POP RIVETS.
2. **START BASE ROOF TRIM @ EAVE & PROCEED UPWARDS CAULKING AND LAPPING EACH 4" MIN.**
3. "A" DIMENSION VARIES DUE TO CONSTRUCTION VARIATIONS.

---

** "FSS-1.5" STANDING SEAM DETAILS **

** "FSS15-15" BASE ROOF TRIM **

---

** "FLEXOSPAN" SIDING PANELS **

** BASE TRIM (AS REQ'D) **

** 3/16" BEAD OF CAULKING – CONT. **

** 1/4-14 x 7/8" SDWW @ 16" O/C **

** 3/32" x 1/2" SEALER TAPE "ST1" **

** "FSS-1.5" ROOF PANEL **

** SUPPORT **

** "FSS15-12" BASE ROOF TRIM **